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The origins of the extraterrestrial neutrinos observed in IceCube have yet to be determined. In this
study we perform a one-point fluctuation analysis of the six-year high-energy starting event shower
data, with fixed non-Poissonian contributions from atmospheric, Galactic and some extragalactic
components, as well as an isotropic (and weakly non-Poissonian) template. In addition to the
star-forming galaxies and blazars, our analysis suggests the presence of an additional isotropic
component, not associated with any detected class of point sources, with best-fit intensity of (2.8±
0.2) × 10−18 (E/100 TeV)−2.7±0.5 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 GeV−1. For the first time, we also consider
high-energy extrapolations of several phenomenological models for the diffuse Galactic emission
(tuned to both local cosmic-ray data and diffuse gamma-ray emission in the GeV–TeV domain).
We demonstrate the potential of our framework in discriminating between different scenarios, with
possible implications on the physics of cosmic ray transport in the TeV–PeV range.
I. INTRODUCTION
A major recent breakthrough in the field of astroparti-
cle physics is the detection of cosmic neutrinos by the
IceCube collaboration. Four years after this epochal
discovery, we are still far from understanding their ori-
gin. Given the spatial distribution, still consistent with
isotropy [1, 2], it is natural to assume that most events
are extra-Galactic. Moreover, no significant clustering
has been identified yet [3].
The community is now heavily debating which classes
of sources contribute the most to the total flux, and what
is the role of the Galactic component (see, e.g. the con-
straints published by the ANTARES and IceCube col-
laborations [4, 5], and the analyses published in [6–12]).
In both issues the gamma-ray data clearly play a cru-
cial role, and it is compelling to effectively exploit all the
information we can obtain from gamma rays, and the
diffuse Galactic emission data.
This paper addresses both questions at the same time
by means of a one-point fluctuation analysis that extends
Ref. [13]. The technique maximally utilizes the statis-
tical information contained in single pixels of the Ice-
Cube all-sky data. The same approach has proven to be
powerful in constraining gamma-ray sources, both the-
oretically [14, 15] and observationally [16, 17] (see also
Refs. [18, 19] for a complementary approach using the
angular power spectrum).
We apply this method to the latest IceCube shower
data, specifically to six years of High-Energy Starting
Events (HESE) [20]. We consider a comprehensive set
of source classes. Besides the fixed starburst and blazar
templates considered in Ref. [13], we include – for the
first time in this context – several models of the Galactic
component originated from cosmic ray hadronic interac-
tions, and a (hypothetical) additional, purely isotropic
component. For each of these components we compute
the probability distribution function (PDF) of neutrino
counts per IceCube pixel, which form the basis of a max-
imum likelihood analysis.
Our main result is shown in Fig. 1 and clearly shows
that the neutrino sky appears dominated by the isotropic
component of unknown origin, and is compatible with a
non-negligible Galactic component.
II. ANALYSIS
A. Method
The methodology applied in this work is the one-point
fluctuation analysis (pioneered in [21, 22], and recently
applied to high-energy astrophysical data e.g. in [13–15]).
This method allows to predict the one-point (pixel-by-
pixel) neutrino count probability distribution for the set
of source classes under investigation. This requires to:
• Compute the intensity distributions P (Iν), given
a phenomenological or data-driven model for the
classes of sources that are expected to contribute to
the neutrino sky. In our case the model is based on
multi-messenger data, and is mainly characterized
by a luminosity function and a spectral template;
• Convolve the distributions with the IceCube expo-
sure (as a function of energy, flavor, and declina-
tion) for an observation period of six years.
This procedure has already been applied in this con-
text in Ref. [13] Here we follow the same prescriptions for
the pixelization and energy binning. However, we signifi-
cantly expand the analysis by implementing an isotropic
unassociated component (fitted to the neutrino data) and
several models for the Galactic contribution tuned on
gamma-ray and local cosmic-ray data. We note that our
model is based on a fixed prediction for the neutrino count
distribution of the classes of sources we consider, based
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FIG. 1. Left: Whiskered-box plot of the aggregate and full-sky predicted HESE shower count distribution in each energy bin of
the analysis. 50% of predicted outcomes in each energy bin are contained in the solid box around the median, while whiskers
show 1.5 times the range covered by the box. The number of small circles above and below the whiskers is in proportion to the
number of outliers from simulations. The dashed line in each bin represents the actual observation. Right: The same as the
left panel but showing individual predicted atmospheric and astrophysical contributions to the HESE shower events. In both
panels, the assumed Galactic model and associated best-fit isotropic component are Canonical with low-energy cutoff (model
A).
on gamma-ray and infrared data; the unassociated com-
ponent is the only one allowed to vary and fitted to the
neutrino data themselves.
In the next subsections we explain in the detail the
data sample we use and the different astrophysical ingre-
dients. We refer the reader to the Appendix for more
technical details about the procedure.
B. The HESE data sample
The IceCube collaboration classifies neutrino events as
having either a shower-like or track-like topology, the lat-
ter being a smoking gun of muonic interactions. The at-
mospheric background consists of not only atmospheric
muon-neutrinos (νµ) but also atmospheric muons, some
of which pass the stringent background-removal veto due
to their sheer abundance.
In this study we focus on HESE, in particular those
with the shower topology, since for this subsample the
atmospheric νµ contamination is minimized, and also be-
cause we do not need to worry about veto-passing muons.
Our sample consists of the 58 shower events included in
the six-year HESE data [20], three of which have ener-
gies above 1 PeV. This sample is the only one used in
the analysis; however, we remark that in Fig. 2 a subset
of this data sample is visualized, with additional angular
and energy cuts applied, as detailed in the caption.
C. The atmospheric foregrounds
The atmospheric neutrino flux has been measured very
precisely for lower energies, and then extrapolated to the
energy region of interest for this work. Since physical pro-
cesses of producing the atmospheric neutrinos are rela-
tively well understood, we do not include any uncertain-
ties related to the extrapolation. We employ the aver-
age conventional atmospheric flux given by Ref. [23] as
1.77×10−14 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 GeV−1 with a flavour ratio of
1 : 35 : 0. Other percent-level atmospheric contributions
from νe and ντ fluxes [23, 24] are neglected, as are the
neutrino-antineutrino ratios, although the fully detailed
(even energy-dependent) flavour ratios can in principle
be accounted for in this type of analysis. The prompt
atmospheric neutrino flux is taken from Ref. [24], with a
flavour ratio of 1 : 1 : 0.
We do not take veto-passing muons into account in our
analysis. Since we focus only on shower events and the
veto-passing muons are problematic only for track events,
this is justified. Accounting for tracks, on the other hand,
would require adding time binning (to capture the sea-
sonal variation of the atmospheric temperature) and a
more involved modeling of the width of the atmospheric
PDF to the analysis, both of which are beyond the scope
of the present work.
3D. Extragalactic components
We now introduce our model for the neutrino emission
from star-forming galaxies and blazars, which follows the
prescriptions described in [13].
1. Star-forming galaxies
Among star forming galaxies, we consider starburst
galaxies (SBs) – i.e. galaxies undergoing a short-duration
exceptionally high rate of star formation – and star-
forming galaxies hosting an obscured or low-luminosity
AGN (SF-AGN), as main contributors for the neutrino
flux.
Since neutrino oscillations push the flavour ratio to-
wards 1 : 1 : 1, for all sources based on hadronuclear
interactions we can define a general conversion between
the all-flavour neutrino and antineutrino differential flux
and the gamma-ray flux that simply reads Fν = 6Fγ .
However, since star-forming galaxies are barely resolved
in gamma rays, we do not rely on gamma-ray data, and
choose to take into account the infrared luminosity func-
tion from the Herschel catalog instead. We then consider
the empirical relation [25]
Lγ(LIR) = 10
β
(
LIR
1010 L
)α
erg
s
, (1)
where α ' 1.17 and β ' 39.3, and convert the infrared
luminosity function ΦIR(LIR, z) into a gamma-ray (and
subsequently neutrino) luminosity function Φγ (Φν).
Concerning the spectrum, we assume a fixed slope
ΓSB = 2.2. We also investigate the case of ΓSB = 2.3,
which might be slightly more favoured [26], but find that
our conclusions do not change.
Once these ingredients are fixed, we can compute the
gamma-ray flux distribution under the assumption that
the sources are isotropically distributed in a comoving
cosmological volume element [13]:
P (Fγ |Eγ ,Γ) ∝ 1
Fγ
∫
dz
dV
dz
Φγ(Lcrit, z)
N ln(10)
. (2)
2. Blazars
Blazars (or BL Lac objects) are jetted active galactic
nuclei, with the jet pointed towards the observer. We first
develop a gamma-ray model for this class of sources, rely-
ing on the the source count distribution inferred from the
Second Catalog of Hard Fermi-LAT Sources (2FHL) [27],
and assuming a spectral slope Γ2FHL = 2.5 (which results
in an optimistic estimate of their contribution, given the
evidence that the blazar index is Γ > 3 at higher ener-
gies).
Once the gamma-ray model is specified, we exploit the
following relation (see e.g. [28]) for the all-flavor neutrino
flux:
E2νFν(Eν) =
[∫ ∞
10 GeV
EγFγdEγ
]
× Y
0.9
(
Eν
Eν,peak
)1−s
exp
(
− Eν
Eν,peak
)
,
(3)
where Eν,peak ' 10 PeV for typical 2FHL sources, and
where s = −0.35 is adopted in order to obtain the denom-
inator normalization factor of 0.9. The Y parameter ab-
sorbs the details of the actual particle interactions: The
gamma-ray emission is mostly leptonic for Y < 1, and
mainly due to synchrotron (from ppi interactions) when
Y ' 3.
The model above features a very hard energy spec-
trum at the PeV scale. We also test a phenomenological
(hence less physically motivated) model where neutrino
spectrum follows the gamma-ray spectrum, i.e., E−2.5ν ,
as in the case of hadronuclear sources. But in this case,
in order not to violate the constraints from the diffuse
gamma-ray background [29, 30], we find that the blazar
contribution at &10 TeV is extremely small.
3. The isotropic component
Besides these physically-motivated models, we also
consider an isotropic component with a power-law spec-
trum describing the flux from hypothetical additional
sources currently not associated to a known point-source
catalog in some wavelength. We choose Piso(Iν |E) to
be normally distributed with a fixed width µ/σ, where
µ and σ are the mean and rms of the intensity Iν , re-
spectively. Although in principle a one-point fluctuation
analysis would be sensitive to this information, we have
checked that with current data our analysis is not sen-
sitive to variations of the width µ/σ ∈ {10, 100, 1000}.
This model therefore has two adjustable parameters: a
normalization 〈Iν〉100 TeV and a power-law spectral in-
dex Γ. Since this component describes unknown sources,
estimates for these parameters were determined by the
maximum likelihood method, and the estimate of their
covariance matrix by inversion of the observed Fisher in-
formation [31].
We remark that these two are the only free parame-
ters in our description of the high-energy neutrino sky;
the parameters for all the other components have been
determined using multi-messenger information.
E. The Galactic components
A very relevant issue is the role of the Galactic con-
tribution: Although there is currently no positive and
statistically significant evidence for it, the expectation is
that such a component should exist. We consider here
physically motivated models for the Galactic cosmic-ray
4contribution, some of which are further tuned to a high-
energy extrapolation of gamma-ray observations: The
Canonical and Gamma models, presented in Ref. [32]
(see fig. 2 therein for a comparative plot). These mod-
els are implemented with DRAGON [33], a numerical pack-
age designed to simulate all processes related to cosmic-
ray transport by solving a time-dependent diffusion-loss
equation for all the relevant species, and are all tuned to
GeV–TeV local charged cosmic-ray data [34, 35].
The Gamma models are also tuned to an extrapola-
tion of Fermi-LAT gamma-ray data, as first discussed in
Ref. [36]. The key feature of those scenarios is a pro-
gressively harder proton spectrum in the inner Galaxy,
which shows a progressive transition from a power law
with index ' −2.7, inferred locally, to a harder one with
index ' −2.4 at the GC: Such trend was recently con-
firmed by the Fermi-LAT collaboration, as shown e.g. in
Fig. 8 of [37]. This behavior is phenomenologically re-
produced by means of a transport scenario characterized
by a harder scaling of the diffusion coefficient with rigid-
ity in the inner Galactic plane (see Refs. [38, 39] for two
recent physical models that may result in this behavior).
As shown in Refs. [32, 40], these models are character-
ized by a significantly larger gamma-ray flux in the 1–50
TeV range, thus reproducing in a natural way the bright
multi-TeV emission measured by the H.E.S.S. collabora-
tion in the Galactic ridge region [41], and the anomalous
spectral point provided by MILAGRO in a region of in-
terest located in the inner Galactic plane [42]. This also
results in an increased neutrino flux at those energies, as
seen in Fig. 2.
Given the large uncertainty in the high-energy part of
the spectrum, we consider two different realizations for
both the Canonical and Gamma model, characterized by
different values for the proton high-energy injection spec-
trum cutoff. The Galactic models are labeled as {∅, A,
B, C, D} for convenience. Models A and B are Canon-
ical, while models C and D are Gamma; models A and
C are tuned to recent KASCADE data [43] and feature
a 5-PeV cutoff, while models B and D feature a very op-
timistic value of 50-PeV cutoff, again following Ref. [32].
We remark the very large uncertainty affecting the mod-
els in this high-energy range (see, e.g., the indications
for a sub-PeV knee reported by the ARGO collabora-
tions [44]). The model in which there is no Galactic con-
tribution to the IceCube flux is labeled ∅.
For each of these models, a high-resolution map of the
neutrino flux from Galactic cosmic rays, assuming a fla-
vor ratio of 1:1:1, was produced using GammaSky, a dedi-
cated code developed by the DRAGON team [45]. However,
the large angular uncertainties associated with showers
in IceCube data only gives us access to a low-resolution
map. The probability distribution P (F |M) of this flux,
in each pixel of the low-resolution map, was set to a
Gaussian with parameters determined by the mean and
variance of the oversampled map provided by GammaSky.
Additionally, these PDFs per pixel in different energy
sub-bins were convolved into three energy bins [13], by
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FIG. 2. Comparison of the count distributions of four model
Galactic contributions (whiskered boxes) to the HESE events
(dashed lines). Including other components would broaden
the boxes and shift them to higher counts (cf. Fig. 1, left).
Models A and B are an extrapolation of GeV–TeV local cos-
mic ray data, while models C and D are extrapolated from
Fermi data (see main text, and Ref. [32]). The gamma-
ray extrapolated models overpredict the IceCube data below
100 TeV. The signal region adopted in this figure contains
only showers with energies below 1 PeV, and located either
at declinations −20◦ < δ < 20◦ or within one pixel of the
galactic center.
treating the spectrum produced by DRAGON as a piecewise
power law in each energy sub-bin and each pixel.
III. RESULTS
We compute the likelihood for a model M based on
the total count distribution as
L =
∏
pixels p
∏
bins E
P (C = d(p,E)|p,E,M), (4)
where the count distributions of different astrophysi-
cal and atmospheric components of the model are com-
bined by convolution, i.e., P (C|M) = P (C|MSFG) ?
P (C|MBL−Lac) ? P (C|Mprompt) ? · · · . The flux PDFs of
starbursts and blazars are shown in Fig. 3 of Ref. [13], and
the count PDF P (C) is obtained by convoluting them
with the Poisson distribution [15]. These PDFs are non-
Poissonian with typically a power-law tail that makes the
distribution skewed. The intrinsic skewness, however, is
dominated by shot noise of finite neutrino counts in con-
temporary neutrino telescopes.
We add the best-fit isotropic contribution to this
marginal likelihood as Li = P (C|M) ? Piso(C|i), where
i ∈ {∅,A,B,C,D}.
As summarised in Fig. 1, our main result is the strong
evidence for a dominant isotropic component. The best-
fit values of the normalization and spectral index for this
component of unknown origin are presented in Table I,
5for all different choices of the Galactic template, includ-
ing the null one.
TABLE I. Best-fit values, using six years of HESE shower
data, for the isotropic components associated to each model
of the Galactic contribution. The normalization at 100 TeV
is quoted in units of 10−18 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 GeV−1.
Model Normalization Spectrum (Correlation)
∅ 3.42± 0.22 2.84± 0.63 −0.62
A 2.86± 0.22 2.71± 0.53 +0.11
B 2.81± 0.21 2.71± 0.54 +0.18
C 2.71± 0.20 2.69± 0.56 +0.32
D 2.64± 0.19 2.69± 0.58 +0.41
All these models provide decent fits to the data. For
instance, the (two-sided, pre-trials) p-values for models
(A,C) are p ≈ (0.54, 0.50). The values for the best-fit
spectra are all compatible with each other. However,
there is a 3σ tension in normalization between models
with and without a Galactic contribution. This shift of
∆〈Iν〉 & 0.6× 10−18 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 GeV−1 is consistent
with the typical normalization of the Galactic models at
100 TeV [32, 40].
As far as the comparison between different Galactic
scenarios is considered, the likelihood ratio Λ can be used
to compare these models amongst each other. We quote
all possible pairings Λ in Table II in units of information
(deci hartley; dH), i.e., as
(
Λab
1 dH
)
= 10 log10
(La
Lb
)
. (5)
In these units, Λab = 20 would correspond to odds
of 100 : 1 in favour of model a. Table II shows that
the high-energy extrapolations of the Canonical models
A and B are favored over the Gamma models C and D.
There is no significant preference between a cutoff at 5 or
at 50 PeV. Given the large uncertainties associated with
cosmic ray transport modeling in the TeV–PeV domain,
these results need to be taken with a grain of salt, as
discussed in the following section.
TABLE II. Likelihood ratios (as defined in Eq. 5) obtained us-
ing six years of HESE shower events, and the best-fit isotropic
component of each model. The high-energy extrapolations of
Canonical models (A, B) are favored over Gamma models
(C, D).
ΛAC ΛAD ΛBC ΛBD ΛAB ΛCD
19.8 25.7 19.2 25.1 0.6 5.9
ΛA∅ ΛB∅ ΛC∅ ΛD∅
7.1 6.5 −12.7 −18.6
IV. DISCUSSION
The first relevant discussion point is the nature of the
isotropic component outlined by this analysis. This tem-
plate captures both the effect of mis-modeling of the
contributions we have included in the analysis, and the
effect of astrophysical contributions yet to be consid-
ered. Assuming a Canonical model, the best-fit nor-
malization of the isotropic component is 〈I〉100 TeV =
(2.8± 0.2)× 10−18 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 GeV−1 and its best-fit
spectral index is Γ = −2.7± 0.5.
The missing flux has a spectrum consistent with astro-
physics; a missing contribution from atmospherics would
have a spectrum closer to E−3.7 (2σ away from the best-
fit value). The normalization is four to five times larger
than that of the Galactic contribution, consistent with
the absence of positive evidence for such a subdominant
contribution in this and other studies (e.g., [46]).
There are not many source populations that are pre-
dicted to contribute to the IceCube flux significantly, yet
have a spectrum softer than E−2.7. The regular star-
forming galaxies have a spectrum close to this, but such
a component is has already been studied in a one-point
fluctuation analysis [13], and their normalization is much
too small to account for the entire isotropic component
even allowing for systematic uncertainties.
It has also been suggested that radio galaxies could
give significant contribution to most of the IceCube neu-
trino events [47]. The spectrum, however, appears to
be much harder than E−2.7 according to gamma-ray
data [48]. In any case, any transparent hadronuclear
sources have to have spectra harder than E−2.2 or so
in order to give substantial contribution to the IceCube
neutrinos, according to the Fermi diffuse gamma-ray
background spectrum [30] and cross correlation measure-
ment [29].
These considerations naturally lead us to consider
some hidden source class, where gamma rays cannot es-
cape. This includes both photohadron and hadronuclear
processes in mildly relativistic or choked jets [49–51], for
which some soft spectrum component can naturally arise
without being constrained by the gamma-ray data: Such
a scenario can be tested by looking for correlation with
low-power gamma-ray bursts (exploiting future, more
sensitive GRB satellites).
Let us now turn our attention to the results on the
Galactic contribution. The direction of the Pearson cor-
relation between the best-fit normalizations and spectral
index in Table I changes between models with and with-
out a Galactic contribution. Since the normalization is
taken at 100 TeV, the sign of the correlation tells us
whether the isotropic component is mostly fitting data
at lower energies (negative) or at higher energies (posi-
tive). We find that the isotropic component in model ∅ is
mostly trying to produce counts at low energies. Mean-
while with the Canonical models the low-energy bins have
more counts to start with, and so the isotropic compo-
nent becomes more relevant at higher energies.
6There is a similar increase in the correlation coefficient
between Canonical and Gamma models. Under this in-
terpretation of the correlation coefficients, the likelihood
ratios in Table II indicate that Gamma models are over-
predicting the neutrino flux in the lower energy bins of
the analysis (see also Fig. 2). This conclusion is also
hinted at by the lower normalizations associated to these
models, as a consequence of the fact that Gamma mod-
els produce a larger flux than Canonical models at these
energies (cf., Fig. 2 and Refs. [32, 40]).
We remark that we are considering here energies larger
than 20 TeV, while the Gamma models are tuned to
Fermi-LAT data only up to ' 300 GeV, and were shown
to reproduce several other gamma-ray datasets in the
1–50 TeV energy range as well. If confirmed by the
forthcoming data releases, the different indications com-
ing from (mostly sub-TeV) gamma-ray data, which show
strong preference for the Gamma models, and the TeV–
PeV neutrino data that seem to favor the extrapolation
of Canonical models, can reveal hints of either different
transport regimes at work in different energy ranges, or
different classes of Galactic sources at work.
V. SUMMARY
We presented a one-point fluctuation analysis of the
six-year high-energy starting events (HESE) shower data,
based on the methodology and models presented in
Ref. [13]. Our comprehensive analysis included for the
first time both a phenomenological isotropic compo-
nent representing an additional extragalactic contribu-
tion with a Gaussian flux distribution and a power-law
spectrum, and a set of predictions for the Galactic com-
ponent obtained with the DRAGON code. We found that
the additional isotropic template, not associated with
well-measured point-source classes, actually dominates
the neutrino sky, and we discussed possible ideas regard-
ing its origin. Our result is robust with respect to varia-
tions of the Galactic contribution. All the Galactic mod-
els considered here show decent fits of the data, with
preference for the high-energy extrapolation of Canoni-
cal models with respect to the more optimistic Gamma
models, tuned on the large-scale trends inferred by Fermi-
LAT diffuse data. This result shows the power of this
kind of analysis in placing constraints on phenomeno-
logical Galactic cosmic ray transport models. If con-
firmed, the presence of conflicting indications coming
from gamma-ray data in the GeV–TeV domain with re-
spect to those coming from neutrino data in the TeV–PeV
range can provide indications on the physics of cosmic ray
transport in the high-energy regime.
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Appendix A: Predictive one-point fluctuation
analysis
Ref. [13], which we expand upon in this study, de-
scribes a methodology for turning multimessenger data
into a predictive model of the neutrino count distribution
in IceCube, and reports on the first one-point analysis of
the HESE data. In this appendix, we briefly review this
methodology.
The neutrino intensity due to any class of astrophysical
sources incident on IceCube, can be computed using ex-
trapolations of multimessenger data. Particularly, given
some model M of these sources’ neutrino flux and red-
shift distributions, the probability distribution of their
intensity P (Iν |M) can be computed with no additional
assumptions [15]. The total intensity I = I1 + · · · + In
due to multiple classes of astrophysical source with mod-
els M1, · · · ,Mn is then distributed as
P (I|Mtot) = P (I|M1) ? · · · ? P (I|Mn) (A1)
where ? denotes convolution. Backgrounds to our sig-
nal (such as atmospheric backgrounds), individual and
possibly extended sources (such as the Milky Way), and
phenomenological contributions (such as the one consid-
ered in the main text), provided they can be described by
an intensity distribution, may similarly be convolved into
the distribution for the total intensity. It is understood
that this neutrino intensity distribution is a function of
the line of sight and energy of this incident intensity, in-
corporating both spectral and anisotropic features.
The count distribution is then constructed as the dis-
cretisation of the flux distribution, accounting for the
exposure  of the detector:
P (C|Mtot) =
∫
P(C|I × )P (I|Mtot)dI. (A2)
The IceCube exposure  also has spectral and anisotropic
features, which depend both on the geometry and loca-
tion of the detector, and on the vetos imposed on the
HESE analysis. These will be discussed in the second
part of this Appendix.
A full model of the detector would allow us to account
for the measurement uncertainties on the energy and the
line of sight of individual events when translating this
predictive count distribution into the likelihood function
of the data. If we denote collectively by ψ the observing
energy and line of sight, and by P (σ|ψ) the energy reso-
lution and angular resolution (as a function of ψ), then
the likelihood of any HESE event d(ψ) is a weighted con-
volution of the P (C) of all ψ within the instrumental
resolution. We have:
`(d) = F
∫
P (C|M,ψ + σ)P (σ|ψ)dσ
∣∣∣∣
C=d
(A3)
7FIG. 3. HealPix visualisation of six years of HESE Showers
(in decl/RA coordinates) used in this analysis.
where ?
∫
was defined in Ref. [13]. The (unbinned) likeli-
hood of the HESE data is then a product of `(d)’s.
However, to simplify the analysis, we instead bin the
HESE shower data into three large energy bins, and into
pixels large enough to fully contain the the angular reso-
lution.1 The count distribution P (C|Mtot), in each pixel
and each energy bin, therefore constructs directly the
binned likelihood L presented in the main text. The pixel
binning scheme (Healpix) is presented in Figure 3.
Appendix B: Characterisation of IceCube
In this appendix, we briefly review the treatment of the
IceCube detector adopted in Ref. [13], which we adopt in
this study.
The effective area relevant to the HESE shower anal-
ysis is declinantion, energy, and flavour dependent. The
IceCube Collaboration provides a separate estimation of
the effective area for each of the three flavours, which
we interpolate in declination and energy. The effective
area for showers depends on the probability p
e/µ/τ
S that
a neutrino of a given flavour (sampled randomly from
the total neutrino flux) produces a shower. Assuming an
equal abundance of neutrinos and antineutrinos, we use
the approximation pµS = 0.2, p
e/τ
S = 1 [52] to write
Aeff = 2
∑
f∈{e,µ,τ}
pfS ×Af × ηf , (B1)
where Af is the flavour-energy-and-declination depen-
dent quantity given by IceCube and ηf is the fraction
of neutrinos of a given flavour (η = 1/3 for a 1 : 1 : 1
flavour ratio). We employ a 1 : 1 : 1 ratio for all ex-
tragalactic components, and a 1 : 1 : 0 ratio for the
prompt atmospheric flux [24]. We approximate the av-
erage conventional atmospheric flux given by Ref. [23] as
1.77×10−14 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 GeV−1 with a flavour ratio of
1 : 35 : 0.2 Other percent-level atmospheric contributions
from νe and ντ fluxes [23, 24] are neglected, as are the
neutrino-antineutrino ratios, although the fully detailed
(even energy-dependent) flavour ratios can in principle
be accounted for in this type of analysis.
Computing the predicted number of events I ×  in
Eqn. (A2) relies on this effective area. Since we are inter-
ested in the number of counts per pixel and per energy
bin, we are effectively computing the integrated event
counts; however, to compute the distribution of the inte-
grated counts, we must compute the probability distribu-
tion of an integral. The ?
∫
operation defined in Ref. [13]
can, by representing this integral as a Riemann summa-
tion, be approximated by a large but finite number of
convolutions – the interpolation of Aeff(E) is then an es-
sential ingredient to compute the probability distribution
of the integrated event counts.
This study departs from Ref. [13] only minimally in
its treatment of the declination dependence of the effec-
tive area. As discussed above, we simplify the analysis
by binning the HESE data into pixels with HealPix [53].
Although the effective area does vary across these large
pixels, it varies monotonically, so we use the value at
the central declination of each pixel to approximate Aeff .
Unlike Ref. [13], we do not exploit the isolatitudinal-
ity of HealPix pixels and the effective area to accelerate
our analysis, in order to accomodate for the symmetry-
breaking contribution from the Galactic plane.
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